


Plan for EOP employees? Alternatively stated, is EOP unionized and if so, is the pension of
a defined pension nature? 
8/ If the answer to the question above is yes, then has any consideration been given to a
defined contribution plan for incoming employees? 
11/ Do or can the OEB encourage/enforce budgetary line item increases for say maintenance
where a distributor is meaningfully in excess of SAIDA of SAIFA average provincial
numbers? 

Concerns: (suspicions as opposed to proven facts) 
While I understand the base need for monopolistic entities in specific areas of our complex
world, these types of entities are inherently embedded with systemic, problematic issues
where revenue increases are systematically granted on a non-merit basis. 

Having said that, I will admit that at this point I am more in a stage of fact finding and
concurrently must be less accusatory at this point on controlling costs in a
monopolistic/oligopolistic politically entrenched environment. As an aside, it would be my
in-going opinion that much of this electrical production cost mess that we (Ontario) currently
find ourselves in actually began with the Davis government which outright subsidized
electricity costs to the consumer and it wasn't until Bob Rae came along and rightfully
stopped it. Imagine, an NDP being the only fiscal conservative in the bunch! 

So to summarize, my major concerns with this price increase request relates more to the
entire provincial industry's efficiencies and costs than to only EOP's immediate needs.
Admittedly, the answers to some of the question above could allay or heighten my concerns
in this area. As an example, if EOP indeed provides benefits under a defined program and
while this might be “nice” for EOP's 83 employees, the reality of the real world is that all
employers, especially those that must compete in a competitive landscape have long come to
the conclusion that guaranteeing someone's financial future is neither realistic nor
economically feasible, unless you work under the “deep pocket” principle of taxation where
price elasticity doesn't exist. Anecdotally, I once had a “call before you dig” service provided
for me at my home. Three EOP employees arrived in an EOP pick up (no crew cab) to
perform the survey. It should be stated that it only takes one person to mark an underground
line, not three. Thank goodness they didn't have access to a school bus. Who knows how
many would have shown up? But I digress! 

So my overriding concern here is, given the magnitude of the consumer increases over the
past 10 yrs, could one of our representatives from the OEB be willing to state that they feel
the system is currently being efficiently managed? 

Issues: 
Regarding EOP's request for a price increase, the more salient and provable rationale for
approving or denying this for me would be: 
1/ Price increases are or can be warranted where a product or service exceeds industry
standards and concurrently provides acceptable customer needs. EOP's SAIDA and SAIFA
numbers are 3.67 and 3.29 times less favourable respectively than the provincial industry
averages. If you feel that adjusted SAIDA and SAIFA numbers may be a more appropriate
measurement and would prefer to deal with Hydro One's performance as a separate
discussion, then EOP's SAIDA and SAIFA adjusted numbers are 1.48 times and 2.57 times
less favourable respectively than the provincial industry averages. And these do not take into






